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As the presence of advanced hardware and software increases in today’s vehicles, the advent of the software-

defined vehicle continues to draw closer. Not only is this notable in the uptake of innovative technologies by

premium and mass-market OEMs, but also through the newer brands, players, and start-ups announcing vehicles

built around such technologies, as well as software-centric features and services.

The market for these new features is ultimately reliant on the correlation between the vehicle’s E/E architecture

and the platforms adopted from its ecosystem. As such, it is important that any OEM, brand, or start-up looking to

develop an SDV has strong strategies for each of these areas that can, together, evolve dynamically.

SBD Automotive’s Software-Defined Vehicle Forecast provides a grounded assessment of the growth enabling SDV

technologies in different regions and segments. The ten-year forecast works to understand how major OEM groups

will deploy future E/E architecture elements, in addition to assessing how these elements are expected to evolve.

An adjacent Excel version offers detailed, data-driven, analysis sorted by brand and country in addition to

revenues.
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> How will major OEM 
groups deploy future 
elements of E/E 
architecture in the next 10 
years?

> How will trends and 
services vary per region?

> What is the expected 
evolution of specific 
technologies?

Key questions answered
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Contact SBD Automotive

Contact Us

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
UK, South & West Europe
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about this 
research report or SBD Automotive’s consulting services, 
you can email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss 
with your local account manager below.

Book a meeting

info@sbdautomotive.com
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